CLIENT
eNurse is one of Australia’s largest online nursing and
midwife retailers. Based in Tingalpa, eNurse provides
medical equipment and apparel to customers across
Australia and New Zealand. As well as being a retailer,
eNurse has a range of its own products that are
manufactured offshore and imported into Australia.

With over 75,000 members, eNurse is dedicated to
supporting the personal and professional needs of
nurses, midwives and other healthcare providers. They
also provide education and online learning resources,
as well as and events for their members.

OVERVIEW
eNurse approached Outsource2Us to improve and provide consistency to their current marketing strategy.
Most of their traditional marketing was done in-house, with a third party company managing their paid digital
advertising. We streamlined eNurse’s marketing approach into one cohesive strategy and plan and were able
to bring all their marketing effort back inhouse.

OUR PROCESS
We began the process with an extensive marketing calendar that outlined our approach, as well as other
tactics that could be implemented. From there we followed up with weekly on-site support to carry out
these strategies. Alongside the marketing calendar, we developed an in-depth tactical marketing plan that
comprehensively analysed eNurse’s customer base, giving them insight into aspects like their target market and
competitors, then provided suggestions for implementation. Our process covered eight primary elements:
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ON-SITE SUPPORT
To help administer our strategies, we provided onsite marketing support one day a week, as well as
off-site support throughout the week. This allowed
us to comprehensively understand the needs and
goals of the organisation, and to foster a close
working relationship with our client. It also ensured
that tasks were executed efficiently while cutting
out the ‘middleman’ of exchanging multiple emails

and phone calls. On top of the weekly marketing
support, we provided an on-site graphic designer,
one day every fortnight to work with the eNurse team
to create their graphic design collateral. Having a
graphic designer on-site allowed us to create brand
consistency across all materials, and ensure an
efficient approval and production process.

STRATEGIC PLANNING
We provided top level strategic planning and advice
to eNurse, which included a strategic marketing
plan and a tactical marketing calendar. The
marketing plan included an extensive 44-page report
and analysis of the eNurse brand. This started with a
situational and competitor analysis, which provided
context for our strategy. We then completed a SWOT
and USP analysis, and specified their target markets,
including potential sectors and areas for growth.

Finally, we identified key industry stakeholders and
sectors, such as hospitals and superannuation
companies, to potentially form partnerships with.
These were then synthesised into specific strategies
that could be implemented. The tactical marketing
calendar provided a schedule for implementation,
activities and reporting of KPI’s, including areas for
improvement.

CATALOGUE CREATION
eNurse produces a quarterly eight-page catalogue. The catalogue includes new products, sales events, and
any new information from the business. Outsource2Us managed all aspects of the catalogue creation. Each
quarter, we’d organise and attend full-day photoshoots (obtaining permissions to shoot in multiple locations,
such as South Bank parklands and Mater Children’s Hospital if required). From there, we worked with our
senior and junior graphic designers to create the catalogue. Each catalogue had an original and striking
design, with unique covers and layouts for every edition.
Once approved, we would print and distribute 40,000 copies of the catalogue to:
•

34,000 to union medical journals in Queensland, Victoria and New South Wales.

•

1,000 to high spending members, or various local businesses, and;

•

Keep the remaining 5,000 to be added to orders.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Outsource2Us provided an all-inclusive social media management strategy, which included Facebook,
Instagram, Pinterest and YouTube. We created relevant content for each of these platforms and posted
consistently throughout the week. Our social media strategy was broken down into organic social media
and paid social media. Our organic social media posts included weekly highlighted products, which
promoted individual products or sales, and assisting the eNurse team to create humorous posts specifically
relevant to nurses. This resulted in a significant increase in traffic to the website and engagement on the
various social media platforms. Our posts also included “product of the month” with a significant saving
that would run for 30 days resulting in a significant amount of sales. As well as this, we often worked around
different weekly/monthly themes to establish brand consistency and to help consumers quickly identify
products across our email campaign and eNurse’s social media platforms.
In our initial analysis, Outsource2Us found that eNurse’s paid social media strategy was costly and
ineffective. We continued to run their remarketing campaign but refined the targeting. We also created
weekly advertisements which aligned with the weekly/monthly themes. It was these ads that allowed
us to dramatically increase the revenue gained through Facebook and Instagram. Another part of our
paid social media strategy that allowed us to further increase our revenue through this platform was the
implementation of Facebook shopping. This allowed us to tag products in weekly Facebook and Instagram
posts that linked back to the website.
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CONTENT CREATION
To increase the organic ranking on
Google (and other Search Engines),
we introduced SEO into the eNurse
strategy, which did result in a rapid
upturn in organic traffic. In terms
of content writing, Outsource2Us
created, and worked with the eNurse
team to create, two monthly blogs
as part of the SEO strategy. The
blogs were also posted to social
media to help drive additional traffic
to the website.
Outsource2Us executed and
implemented an extensive email
marketing campaign for eNurse.
Email marketing is still one of the
best free ways to spread information
on a digital medium, so for eNurse,
we took multiple steps to ensure
that this platform was working as
effectively as possible for them. We
set up automated shopping cart
campaigns, as well as twice weekly
emails to the entire database.
This strategy saw a substantial
increase of email marketing revenue.
Brand consistency was an important
factor in the success of our email
marketing campaign, as it was
for our social media strategy. By
creating templates and reformatting
the layouts we were able to increase
the amount of content in an email
and allowed customers to quickly
identify and differentiate products.
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DIGITAL MARKETING
The internet is the most important and useful tool to find any information in the world, therefore being found
on these platforms should be paramount to any digital marketing strategy. We do this through SEO and
Google Advertising. Similar to the paid social media campaign, in our initial analysis of the eNurse Google
Ads Campaign, we identified a lot of wasted spend each month. So, when it came time to implement our
recommendations, instead of one generic campaign that covered eNurse generally, Outsource2Us focused
eNurse’s campaigns on specific products lines, such as scrubs, footwear or watches. We also implemented
Google Shopping and created dedicated Google Ads campaigns as part of our digital marketing campaign.
These changes resulted in a sharp increase in revenue from Google.
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REPORTING & CUSTOM MADE KPIS
Outsource2Us excels in providing in-depth,
customised End-of-Month reporting for each of
our clients. And as such, we provided monthly indepth reporting to eNurse throughout our contract
with them. In the report, we provided a breakdown
of all key marketing areas including social media
presence, email marketing, website traffic, digital
campaign updates and other information about
the effectiveness of the current marketing strategy.

Additionally, each month, we provided progress on a
specific set of KPIs which were then provided to the
board each month – all of which showed a general
upwards trend each month. With every report, we
made suggestions and recommendations to the
eNurse team to improve the effectiveness of each of
the specified key marketing areas, and to ensure we
are providing the best opportunities, we review all
reports and look for ways to improve our work.

CONCLUSION / RESULTS
Over the 12months that we worked with eNurse, we achieved significant results. eNurse’s social media
engagement was at an all-time high, and our email marketing campaign resulted in a considerable upturn in
sales. Whilst Outsource2Us was working with eNurse, they grew considerably as a business and now provides
more products and services to nurses and health care providers across Australia.
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